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July 6, 2021 

 

To, 

BSE Limited 

Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers, 

Dalal Street, 

Mumbai - 400 001 

Scrip Code: 532790 

National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. 

“Exchange Plaza” 

Bandra-Kurla Complex, Bandra (East),  

Mumbai - 400 051 

Symbol: TANLA 

 

Dear Madam/Sir, 

 

Sub: Press Release- “Karix Mobile introduces WhatsApp Business API solution to Panasonic”. 

 

Ref: Intimation under Regulation 30 of the SEBI (LODR) Regulations, 2015 

 

With reference to the subject cited, we are enclosing herewith Press Release w.r.t. announcements of 

engagement of Karix Mobile Private Limited, Wholly-owned Subsidiary of Tanla Platforms Limited 

with Panasonic India Limited in deployment of a conversational solution for Panasonic India Limited 

using the WhatsApp Business Solution Platform. The solution will facilitate one-to-one conversations 

between Panasonic’s customers and the brand. 

 

This is for your information and necessary records.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

For Tanla Platforms Limited 

(Formerly known as Tanla Solutions Limited) 

 
Seshanuradha Chava 

General Counsel and Chief Regulatory Officer 

ACS-15519 
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Karix Mobile introduces WhatsApp Business API solution to Panasonic 

The Chat API enabled by Karix will help Panasonic address customer queries and shrink 

problem-solving time drastically.  

Hyderabad, India – 06 July 2021: Karix Mobile, a wholly-owned subsidiary 

of Tanla Platforms Limited, today announced the deployment of a 

conversational solution for Panasonic India Limited using the WhatsApp 

Business Solution Platform. The solution will facilitate one-to-one 

conversations between Panasonic’s customers and the brand.  

Building strong, personalized connections with its end-users helping them 

connect with the brand is one of the primary objectives of this solution. 

While the other service channels, specifically SMS and email, will remain 

available and active, this new channel has been built to be a more 

convenient option for customers. A two-way interaction to stay updated on 

new product information, current offers, location of nearby stores, and 

purchase of accessories for products are some common conversations that 

could take place through Panasonic’s WhatsApp customer service.  

Mr. Jia Lal Koundal, Group Head- Trade Marketing, Through the Line 

Marketing, Sell Out, Exclusive Channel & DRM at Panasonic India said 

“In the digital age, WhatsApp interactive flows have added a new dimension 

to the overall consumer experience. Through WhatsApp Business, we are 

offering an enhanced customer experience as customers can now scan a QR 

code and immediately start exploring multiple features on the go. Easy access 

to product catalogues, current offers, locating nearest stores, and after-sales 

product support are a few of its many highlights. Also, the reporting structure 

of the platform makes it convenient for us to further connect with our potential 

customers.”  

With WhatsApp chat being active 24x7, customers can communicate and 

solve product queries on a real-time basis without the hassle of visiting 

retail stores or customer care centres. A conversation on this channel would 



                                                                                                          

automatically transfer complex customer queries to service agents for a swift 

and seamless redressal. 

The solution is built on a low-code automation platform that is quick to 

deploy. It is meant to deliver a visually rich user experience on WhatsApp 

enriched with rich cards, on the back of AI-powered chatbots. 

Deepak Goyal, Chief Business Officer, Tanla Platforms Limited said, “We 

offer our enterprise customers business APIs along with an ecosystem of 

solutions to fulfil end-to-end communication requirements. We are excited 

to extend our new bundle of support services to Panasonic via WhatsApp 

which will provide a delightful customer experience without reaching loaded 

IVRs and sparsely populated call centres due to COVID. As one of the select 

official WhatsApp Business service providers globally, we aim to benefit 

more than 2000 enterprise customers with conversational automation as the 

next generation of consumer to brand communication offering.” 

The solution will also facilitate two-way messaging and automatically 

transfer complex customer queries to service agents for a swift and seamless 

redressal.  

 

About Tanla Platforms 

Tanla Platforms Limited (NSE:TANLA; BSE:532790) transforms the way the 

world collaborates and communicates through innovative CPaaS solutions. 

Founded in 1999, it was the first company to develop and deploy A2P SMSC 

in India. Today, as one of the world’s largest CPaaS players, Tanla processes 

more than 800 billion interactions annually and about 60% of India’s A2P 

SMS traffic is processed through its distributed ledger platform-Trubloq, 

making it the world’s largest Blockchain use case. Tanla touches over a 

billion lives carrying mission-critical messages meeting the needs of the 

world’s largest customers. Tanla Platforms Limited is headquartered in 

Hyderabad, India, and is expanding its presence globally. 

 

 



                                                                                                          

 

Media Contact:  
For further information, please contact:  
Shivani Salhotra 
Email: ssalhotra@karix.com 
Phone: +91 999 942 5104 

 

 


